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SAMENVATTING 

In eli t afstudeerverslag worden de electromagnetische veldverdelingen 

berekend opgewekt door een drietal cirkelvormige draadsegmenten, wanneer 

deze gehouden worden in de vrije ruimte of boven een vlakke weefsel half

ruimte. De veldverdelingen van deze configuraties worden gevonden door de 

randwaarde problemen te transformeren met behulp van de eindige Fourier ~ 

transformatie en Hankeltransformaties, waardoor een eendimensionale oplos

sing in het getransforrneerde dornein gevonden wordt. Deze oplossing wordt 

vervolgens numeriek teruggetransformeerd naar het oorspronkelijke domein. 

De resultaten laten zien dat de gevonden verdelingen goed overeenkornen 

met de verwachtingen die gebaseerd zijn op de vorm van de bronverdelingen. 

Verder blijkt dat de configuraties waarbij een bronverdeling boven de weef

sel halfruimte gehouden wordt zich reactief gedragen. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

The last decade shows an jncreasing interest in the use of non--thermal 

biological effects of electromagnetic fields in medicine. Altough cl inieal 

experiments have provided evidence for positive effects of these fields on 

tissue grm-lth and repair (see e.g. [SPA 82], [RIN 85J, [FON 85] I [ASe 85], 

[VOL 85 1+2]), scientists are still in the dark about the mechanism at work 

here. Since the primary goal of clinical experiments mostly is to determine 

whether a t.herapy is effective or not, they are not directed towards 

finding explanations for the effects observed. Even experiments with cell 

cultures, \o;hich show the ability of elect.romagnetic fields to influence the 

function of cells, mostly fail to reveal the way the electromagnetic fields 

interact with the cells. 

This problem was mentioned by Cleary [CLE 87] in a review article on 

the effects of electr'omagnetic radiation. He says:"In many instances, it is 

difficult to detenninc whether a bioeffect is due to absorbed dose, rate of 

absorption, or pal'ameters such as instantaneous field strength, carrier 

wave frequency, or modulation". He also observes that effects often occur 

only when the frequency used or the intensity applied is within a certain 

range (windmo;). Th.is might provide an explanation for the the fact that 

Barker et a1. [BAn 85 J did not find any statistically significant positive 

effect.s of eh,ctromaglieUc fields at 27 Mhz in healing soft tissue 

injuries. 

Generating well defjned fields or calculating the field produced by 

existing electromagnetic stimulators is being done by physicists and elec

trical engineers. At. first the calculation of electromagnetic fields in 

biological bodies were directed towards establishing safety standat'ds and 

the developcment of hyperthermia equipment for the treatment of cancer (see 

e.g. [GHA 82], [KAR 80], [LIV 74], [GAS 85], [ALA 85]). Only in recent 

years electrical engineers are becoming more and more involved in the cal

culation of electromagnetic fields used for e. g. bonegrowth and tissue 

repair. 
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I myself became interested in this field of electrical engineering, 

when I came across an electromagnetic stimulator that was used by a Belgian 

rheumatologist for treatment of the inflammations caused by arthritis or 

other rheumatic diseases. This eventually led me to the professional group 

on electromagnetism of the Eindhoven University of Technology, where lr. T. 

Scharten and Ir. T. van Amelsfort were already at work in this field. 

The subject that I have been working on was the calculation of the 

electromagnetic field of a tissue configuration, ex~ted by plain, circular 

wire-segments. Originally there were two coni'igurations of wire-segments 

that were used as field sources. These are shown in fig 1.1. 

A B 

figure 1.1 wire-segment configurations 

Configurations similar to these are being used in some MRI scanners. The 

currents applied to the wire-segments were single frequency steady-state 

sinusoidal, operating at a frequency of 250 Mhz. The radius of the segments 

was a= 0.02 m. The tissue was bone-like with £~2=5.7 and t;z=5. The wire

segments were modelled as current-densities that were situated in the z = 0 

plane and that were infinitesimally narrow and thin. A third current densi

ty was introduced that consisted of only one loop-segment of current. This 

could serve as a basic element for the other current densities. The tissue 

was present in a half-space for z > h. 
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The current density functions used are shown in fig. 1. 2. The field 

y y y 

--*---x 

figure 1.2 the current densities 

was first calculated for free space. Later on the tissue half-space was 

inserted for z > h, and the field distribution within the tissue calcu

lated. In the next chapters the calculation of these fields will be 

described. 



CHAPTER 2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM. 

The field will be calculated for siK configurations. The first config

urations consist of the current density} (see figure 2.1) that is situated 

in the z = 0 plane and held in free space. It will be denoted as configu

ration 1. Similar configurations using}o or}b (see fig. 2.1) instead of } 

will be denoted as configuration lR and lB. 

y y y 

fig 2.1 the sources 

The configurations formed by the current densities}, }o or }bt situated in 

the z = 0 plane and. tissue half-space forz > h (see fig 2.2) will be de

noted by configuration 2, configuration 2A ans configuration 2B respec

tively. 

-5-
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- - - - -~::o 

figure 2.2 tissue configuration 

To avoid singularities in the transformations used in the calculation of 

the field for free space (configurations 1, 111 and IB) a very samll conduc

tivity is introduced (u = ~oe~, e~ = la-G). The medium that is present in 

configurations 2, 211 and 2B is bone-like with a relative permeability of 

6~z = 5.7 and an t~2 := 5. The current that flows in the loop-segments of 

the current densities is steady-state sinusoidal, operating at a frequency 

of 250 Mhz. The equivalent free space wavelength is about 1.2 m. The ra

dius of the loop segments is a=0.02 m. The length of the loop segments is 

therefore small compared to the wavelength, and the current will be homo

geneously distributE~d over the loop segments. The problem will be described 

in cylindrical co-ordinates. 

The electromagnetic fields of each configurations defined here, can be 

calculated by solving the boundary value problem associated with the con

figuration. These boundary value problems are defined by the basic field 

laws, the definition of the source and the boundary conditions. The general 

form of the basic field laws is [MAG 72]: 



curl 'It :: a~+}t 

curl e :: -al~ 

div :1J ::: po 

div ?t :: 0 

div It :: -atpo 
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} Maxwell's laws 

} Gauss' laws 

conservation of charge 

(2.1 a) 

(2.1 b) 

(2.1 c) 

(2.1 d) 

(2.1 e). 

Using cylindrical co-ordinates the mathematical expression for the sources 

are: 

(2.2 b) 

At the end of the loop-segments there are volume charges in accordance with 

the law of conservation of charge. For the configurations 1, IR, 1B as well 

as 2, 2A and 28 the electric field as well as the magnetic field must be 

limited and therefore they must be 0 for r~ro, z~-ro and for z~ro. For config-

urations 2, 2A and 28 additional boundary conditions are found on the 

boundary surface of the medium (z :: h plane). If the field in the medium is 

denoted with subscript 2 and the field outside the medium with subscript 1 

the boundary conditions for z :: h can be written as 

'Itt a n Z -'Itt a n 1 ::: 0 

where Ctcn and Yltcn are the tangential field components. 

(2.3 a) 

(2.3 b) 
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These boundary value problems will be analysed theoretically in chap

ter 3. First they are re-written yielding a more convinient set of expres

sions. These expressions are transformed using a finite Fourier ~ transform 

followed by a Hankel transform. The equations found are a set of differen

tial equations that have only partial derivatives with respect to z, the 

transformed source definitions and the transformed boundary conditions. The 

differential equations can be solved using the boundary conditions and the 

source deflntions. Finally expressions can be found for the field distribu

tions of all configurations using the inverse Hankel transform and the 

inverse Fourier ~ transform. These expressions are used to calculate numer-

ical results with resped to the field distributions. These calculations 

are analysed in chaptet' 4. III chapler 5 the numerical results with respect 

to the field distribuUons of aU configurations are given, and in chapter 

6 conclusions based on these results are drawn. and some recommendations 

for future research are given. 



CHAPTER 3 THEORETICAL ANALYSiS 

3.1 Introduction. 

In this chapter the solution of the boundary value problems that are 

defined in chapter 2 will be described. In paragraph 3.2 a more convenient 

form for equations (2.1) a through e, (2.2) a through c and (2.3 a) and 

(2.3 b) will be derived using the fact that the current density functions 

are timeharmonic and using the constituent relations applicable here. The 

result is evaluated further using cylindrical co-ordinates. The set of 

equations found can only be solved using integral transforms. The integral 

transforms that will be used are a finite Fourier ~ transform and a Hankel 

transform. They are defined in paragraph 3.3.1. In paragraph 3.3.2 the 

source definitions will be transformed and in paragraph 3.3.3 the differen

tial equations and the boundary conditions. The transforms of the differen

tial equations have only derivatives with respect to z. In paragraph 3.4 a 

general scalar wave equation is derived from these differential equations. 

Expressions for the solutions of the boundary value problem are derived in 

3.5 using the boundary conditions, and the source definitions. Expressions 

for the field components can be derived using the inverse Hankel and 

inverse Fourier ~ transforms, which will be described in paragraph 3.6. 

-9-
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3.2 The boundary value problem. 

The boundary value problems that will be solved here are defined by the 

basic field laws, the definition of the sources and the boundary condi

tions. In chapter 2 the following expressions were used for the basic field 

laws 

curl n = a ~ + }t 

curl t = -Ot7t 

div ~ = po 

div 7t = 0 

div It 

the source definitions 

the boundary conditions: 

~ } {fOr r .. m = 0 for z .. -oo 

H for z .. ro 

} 

} 

for all configurations and 

Ctana-Clant = 0 

ntGn't-ntanl = 0 

Maxwell's laws 

Gauss' laws 

conservation of charge 

(2.1 a) 

(2.1 b) 

(2.1 c) 

(2.1 d) 

(2.1 e), 

(3.1) 

(2.3 a) 

(2.3 b) 
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for configurations 2 2fl and 2B , According to the boundary conditions (3.1) 

all field components of the electric and magnetic field are 0 for r~m, Z4~ 

and z~m. The transforms of the components will also be O. Until this condi

tion is needed for the solution of the boundary value problem it will not 

be mentioned here further. 

The current density function It(t) is time-harmonic which enables the 

use of complex notation for all functions: 

e(r,IP,z,t) = 
~(r'IP,z,t) = 
!(r,IP,z,t) = 

~(r.lP.z,t) = 

It (r,IP,z,t) = 

po (r,IP,z, t) = 

Re{ ~(r'IP,w)exp(jwt)} 

Re{ ~(r,lP,w)exp(jwt)} 

Re{ ~(r'IP,w)exp(jwt)} 

Re{ ~(r.lP,w)exp(jwt)} 

Re{ ~t (r,IP,w)exp(jwt)} 

Re{ p(r,IP,w)exp(jwt)} 

(3.2 a) 

(3.2 b) 

(3.2 c) 

(3.2 d) 

(3.2 e) 

(3.2 f) 

The complex notation of the current density functions I, .lo, b is 

l(r,IP,z,t) = Re{~p(r'lP,w)exp(jwt)} = 

= Re{!(w)[U(IP-A)-U(IP-n+A)]~(r-a)~(z}exp(jwt)} (3.2 g) 

lo(r,IP,z,t) = Re{~PQ (r,lP,w)exp(jwt)} = 
= Ren(w) [--U(IPf-7r-A)+U(yJ+A)+U(qr-A}-U(qr-1f+A) H (r-a)6 (z)exp(jwt)} 

(3.2 h) 

Ib(r,lP,z,t) = Re{~pb(r'lP,w)exp(jwt)} = 

= Re{!(w) [U(IP+n-A)-U(IP+A)+U(IP-A)-U(IP-n+A)]6(r-a)6(z)exp(jw t)} 

(3.2 i) 

In these expressions ~, ~, ~, ~, ~t' P and I are the phasors of f, ~, !. ~. 

It. po and t respectively. Since the time depence of these functions is 

incorporated in exp(jwt). derivatives with respect to the time can be 
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written as a multiplication by jw. The current density ~t consist of two 

parts, the primary current density ~p and the induced current density ~ •. 

~p is in fact one of the current densities ~, ~o or ~b' The set of constit

uent relations applicable here is 

D = ~E - -

!! = liD!! 
~.. = uE 

Defining: 

t~ - ..!!.-
wto 

~i =~o(t~-jt~) 

(3.3 a) 

(3.3 b) 

(3.3 c). 

(3.3 e) 

(3.3 f) 

and using the constituent relations and complex notation, equations (2.1 a) 

through (2.1 e) and (2.3 a) and (2.3 b) can be written as 

curl H jwtj ~ + 

curl E -jwflo!! 

div E ...::..!:-div 
Jwt\ 

div H = 0 

div ~t := -jwp 

lit 1111 z-Ht 0 n 1 = 0 

~p 

:!p 

(3.4 a) 

(3.4 b) 

(3.4 c) 

(3.4 d) 

(3.4 e) 

(3.4 f) 

(3.4 g) 
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Provided ~~ and ~~ are homogeneous and isotropic. Using cylinder co-ordi

nates these equations can also be written as: 

1 
az u,p - o.pHz r 

azHr - ar Hz 

arH.p 
1 1 

+r H", - -. o."lIr r 

1 
- azE., - a."Ez r 

azEr - orEz 

arE." 
1 1 +- E.p - o."Er r r 

Or Er 
1 1 + - Er + r o."E." r 

ar HI' 
1 1 + - HI' + - 0'l'H." r r 

E."cEI/' 1 0 

Erz-Er 1 = 0 

H."z-H.pl = 0 

Hrz -Hr1 = 0 

== j~j Er 

== j~iE.p 

= j~i Ez 

== -jWJloHr 

= -jwpoH'f' 

= -jwpoHz 

+ oz Ez = 

+ Oz Hz 

+ J, 

~ 
J~i ." 

J p 

0 

(3.5 a) 

(3.5 b) 

(3.5 c) 

(3.5 d) 

(3.5 e) 

(3.5 f) 

(3.5 g) 

(3.5 h) 

(3.5 i) 

(3.5 k) 

(3.5 1) 

(3.5 m) 

This set of equations can only be solved using the integral transforms. 
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3.3 The integral transforms 

3.3.1 introduction 

This paragraph starts with the definition of the finite Fourier ff' 

transform in paragraph 3.3.2 and the Hankel transform in 3.3.3. The current 

densities will be transformed in paragraph 3.3.4 and the equations (3.5) a 

through m in 3.3.5. 

3.3.2 Definition of the finite Fourier ff' transform 

The definition of a finite Fourier~ transform [BEO 78] is: 

F(n) = ~ f(~)exp(-jnfP)d~ (3.6) 
-n 

The definition of the inverse transform is: 

f(~) = ~ 2 [F(n)eXp(jn~)] (3.7) 
n=-m 

The function f(~) must meet the Dirichlet conditions [BOE 78]. Especially 

of interest here is the Fourier transform of f'(~): 

= f(~)exp(-j~) I~" -~ -jnf(~)exp{-j~)Op = 

(3.8) 
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Provided f(n) : f(-n). 

3.3.3 Definition of the Hankel transform 

The Fourier f/> transform of derivatives with respect to f/> appear as 

multiplication with jn in the Fourier domain. The Hankel transform [SNE 72J 

can be used in a similar way to transform partial derivatives with respect 

to r. The definition of an n-th order Hankel transform is: 

Hn[f(r)] = ~f(r»)n(r~K)rdr 
o 

(3.9) 

} .. (r~K) is an n--th order Bessel function of the first kind. The function 

f(r) can only be transformed in this way if 

lim f(r) = 0 (3.10 a) 
r4D 

lim f(r) =0 (3.10 b) 
rJ.O 

The definition of the inverse transform is: 

f(r) = ~Hn[f(r)])n(r~H)~K~K 
o 

(3.11) 

The Ho (f(r)] should meet the same conditions as f(r). Equation (3.5) a 

through m can only be transformed using the recurrence relations between 

Hankel transforms of different order. These relations are: 
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n 
A»1tn (f] (3.12 a) 11ft - 1 [ar f + - f] r 

Yin t 1 [a r f - ~ fJ =: -AHYIn [f] (3.12 b) r 

n+l 
ARYIn + 1 [f) (3.12 c) 1In [arf + ---- f] ::: 

r 

n-1 
-A":ltn - 1 [f] (3.12 d) 1In [a. f - ---- f) = r 

3.3.4 Transformation of the current densities. 

Before transforming equations (3.5) a through m the functions J p , J pa 

and J pb will be transformed, starting with the Fourier ~ transform: 

J p = 

I(w)(rr - 2.A)~(r-a)~(z) 

-2 
I(w)--sin(n.A)~{r-a)~(z) n 

2 
I(w)~os(n.A)6(r-a)b(z) 

In 

o 

o 

4 
I{w)~os(n.A)~(r-a)6(z) 

In 

n = 0 

n even (3.13 a) 

n odd 

n = 0 

n even (3.13 b) 

n odd 
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I(w)(2rr - 4.d)h(r-a)b(z) 

I~""~in(n .... )4(r-a)"(z) n 

o 

n = 0 

n even (3.13 c) 

n odd 

The expressions above clearly show that the rand z dependence is incorpo

rated by h(r-a)6(z), because all currents are situated on a cirkel with 

radius a, in the z = 0 plwle. The difference between the current densities 

is a result of their I{' dependence. The term h(r-a)h(z) can be used as gen

eral source term until the inverse I~ourier I{' transform must be applied. The 

term will be denoted as: 

J = h(r-a)h(z) (3.14) 

The Hankel transform of J is quit simple: 

CD 

I n = J h(r-a)6(z)jn(rA~)rdr = ajn(aAH)h(z) 
o 

(3.15) 

3.3.5 Transformation of the equations 

In this paragraph equations (3.5) a through m will be transformed. 

First the finite Fourier I{' transform will be applied yielding 



1 -
Or E,/> + ...... Er 

r 
1 -

Or H.p + ...... Hr 
r 

jn -
-- Er r 

+ jn iii r '.p 

+ .J!: H,/> 
r 
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-0 -+ dzEz ::: ~ J 
wt:.1 r P 

+ 01.HZ ::: 0 

(3.16 a) 

(3.16 b) 

(3.16 c) 

(3.16 d) 

(3.16 e) 

(3.16 f) 

(3.16 g) 

(3.16 h) 

(3.16 i) 

(3.16 k) 

(3.16 1) 

(3 16 m) 

To be able to apply the Hankel transforms this set of equations must be 

re-written using a method similar to the one described by P. Elias 

(ELI 84]. 



-j(3.16 d) (3.16 e) 

-j(3.16 d)+(3.16 e) 

-(3.16 a)+j(3.16 b) 

-(3.16 a)-j(3.16 b) 

(3.16 c)-j(3.16 h) 

(3.16 c)+j(3.16 h) 

j(3.16 f)-(3.16 g) 

j(3.16 f)-(3.16 g) 

j(3.16 i)-(3.l6 k) 

j(3.16 1)+(3.16 k) 

(3.16 1)+j(3.16 m) 

(3.16 1)-j(3.16 m) 

where 

F :: jE", - Er 

- -
G = 1I-p + jHr 

--19-

- - n - . -
~1.F+6rE%+ r Ez-JwlloG :: 0 

- - n- . -
c52M--(~rEz- - Ez )-J~oN :: 0 

r 

bzG-j(hrHz+ ~ H%)-~I F:: jJ 
- - n- - -

c5 zN+j(br Hz- -Hz)+j~iM:: -jJ 
r 

- n+l -. - . -
brN+ - N-J~i Ez-JcSzHz :: 0 

r 
- n-l -. - . -

~I'G- - G-J~i Ez+J~zH:. :: 0 r 
- n-l - - -

~r F- - F-wtlo H-~z Ez r 
- n+l - - -

hrM+ - M-wtloHz +~2 Ez r 

n -:: ......:.:.-J 
~ir 

n -::--J 
~l r 

Mz -M1 = 0 

GZ -G 1 = 0 

(3.18 a) 

(3.18 c) 

M :: jE'I' + Er 

N :: Hop - jHr 

(3.17 a) 

(3.17 b) 

(3.17 c) 

(3.17 d) 

(3.17 e) 

(3.17 f) 

(3.17 g) 

(3.17 h) 

(3.17 1) 

(3.17 k) 

(3.17 1) 

(3.17 m) 

(3.18 b) 

(3.18 d) 

The recurrence relations found in paragraph 3.3.3 are typed boldfaced here. 

The order of the Hankel transform used for each expression is determined by 

the recun-ence relation present in that expression. In this way equations 

(3.17 a) through (3.17 m) can be transformed yielding: 
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Yen - 1 [3. 17 a] ~%F+AHEz-jWfloG :: 0 

ytn • 1 [3.12 b} ~zM-AMEz-jWfloN :: 0 

YI. - 1 [3. 11 c] ~zG-jAHHz-j~i F :: jJ.- 1 

Yent 1 [3.12 d] ~ZN+jAHHz+j~I~:: -jJntl 

Yen [3.12 e] Au N-j~i Ez - j~z Hz :: 0 

Yen [3.12 d] -AHG-j~i Ez+j~zHz :: 0 

Yen [3.12 f] -AHF'""1'»JloHz-~zEz n -
::~n 
~I r 

Yen [3.12 g] AM M--WflO liz +hz Ez n -
=-~n 
~I r 

Yen - 1 [3. 17 i) Fz-f1 = 0 

ytn• 1 [3. 17k] McM! :: 0 

Yen 1 [3.17 1] GZ-G 1 = 0 

Yen + 1 [3. 17 m] Nz-N! :: 0 

where 

F :: Yen-I (jE1 - Er] 

o :: Yen - 1 [H1 + jHr ] 

(3.20 a) 

(3.20 c) 

~:: Yen'l(jE~ + Erl 

N :: Yen.! [ H~ - jHr ] 

(3.19 a) 

(3.19 b) 

(3.19 c) 

(3.19 d) 

(3.19 e) 

(3.19 f) 

(3.l9 g) 

(3.19 h) 

(3.19 i) 

(3.19 k) 

(3.19 1) 

(3.19 m) 

(3.20 b) 

(3.20 d) 

Equations (3.19) a through h have only derivatives with respect to z. It is 

a set of lineair differential equations, that can be soved using the bound

ary conditions as will be shown in the next paragraphs. 
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3.4 The scalar wave equation 

The first step in finding a solution for equations (3.19) a through h 

is eliminating Ez by adding (3.19 e) and (3.19 f), and Hz by adding 

(3.19 g) and (3.19 h). This yields: 

Ez N-G (3.21) = 2,;wei 

Hz 
M-F (3.22) =~ 

After substitution of these expressions in equations 3.19 a through d, and 

adding and subtracting these as indicated below, the following set of equa

tions is found 

-(3.14 a+(3.14 b) 6z{M-F)+j~o(N+G) = 0 (3.23 a) 

(3.14 a+(3.14 b) 6z (M+F)- ~(N-G) = 0 (3.23 b) 
J~i 

-(3.14 c+(3.l4 d) 6z (N-G)+ j~i (M+F) = - j (in - 1 +In • 1 ) (3.23 c) 

(3.14 c+(3.14 d) hz(N+G)- ~(M-F) = j(l" I -In. d (3.23 d) 
JWf.lo 

where 

(3.24) 



VK2 - "" 

VAn K2 
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(3.25) 

Because AM>O and real Re(Kz) < 0 and Im(Kz ) < O. For each of the functions 

R-F, M+F, N-G, N+G a second order differential equations can be derived 

with general form: 

a:~ + K~Q = fez) (3.26) 

The function fez) is based on the I.ransform of the general source. There

fore fez) = 0 for z ." O. The homogeneous solution to equation (3.26) is 

(3.27) 

Expressions for Q+ and Q- can be found using the boundary conditions. 

3.5 The solution to the boundary value problem 

In this paragraph solutions to the boundary value problem will be 

deri ved star U ng wi th the sol uti on for free space based on the general 

source term. The solution based on the general source term for configura

tion where a med.ium is present for z > h will be derived in paragraph 

3.5.2. This configuration will in this paragraph be denoted as configura

tion 2. 

3.5.1 The free space solution 

Expression (3.27) describes a general form for the solution of the 

functions M-F, M+F, N--G, N+G. Using the boundary conditions for Z4X1 , for 

z~-ro and the fact thai Im(K 1z ) < 0 leads to the conclusion that 



Q~ = 0 

Q; = 0 
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z < 0 

z > 0 

(3.28 a) 

(3.28 b). 

The general form for the functions ~-f, ~+F, N-G, N+G for this configura

tion will be 

z < 0 
(3.29) 

z > 0 

To find expressions for M-F~. M-F~. N+G;, N+G~. M+F~. M+F1, N-G~, N-G1 the 

transforms of the SOUl'ce definition must be used. These are 0 except for 

z = O. This can be translated into another boundary condition for z = O. 

The way this condition can be used will be shown for ~-F and N-a. Equa

tions (3.14 a) and (3.14 d) will be integrated from -A to +A on both sides 

of the equation sign, and afterwards the limit for ~O will be taken: 

lim 
A ... O 

lim 
~O 

(3.30 a) 

A A 

{-I ~.(R+a)dz --I ~,(M-r)dZ} = 

A 

{-I j(J.-,-J •. ,)dz } (3.30 b) 

The second integral on the left-hand side of both equations does not con

tribute to the result, since the functions R-F and N+G are limited over the 

interval [-A,+A]. Let M be the maximum of these functions on the interval 
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[-4,+4J then the integrals will be smaller or equal to 24M. For 4-+0 the 

integrals become O. Expressions (3.30) a and b yield 

M-F+-M-F- = 0 

N+G+-N+G- aj[1n-I(~H)-1n' l(~H)] 

(3.31 a) 

(3.31 b). 

Bes ide (3.31) a and b two more equations are needed to be ab Ie to find 

expressions for M-F~t M-F;, N+G~ and N+G~. These can be found by evalu

ating expression (3.23 a) for z < 0 and for z > 0 

jK1z M-F;exp( jK1Zz) + jwpoN+G;exp( jK!zz) = 0 

-jKlzM-F~exp(-jK1ZZ) + j~6N+G~exp(-jKI2Z) 0 

(3.31 c) 

(3.31 d) 

Using equations 3.31 a through d the following expressions can be derived 

for ~-F and N+G 

- In. l(~M)]exp(-jKIZZ) z>O 
(3.32) 

- In.d~H)]exp( jK12 z) z<O 

1 •• 1 (~H) ]exp( -jKu z) z>O 
(3.33). 

z<O 

Inserting (3.32) in (3.22) yields an expression for Hz 

• 
In(aAH)exp(-jKtzz) z>o 

• (3.34) 
In(~H)exp( jKtzz) z<o 

In the same way expressions for M+F, N-G and Ez can be derived from equa

tions (3.23 b), (3.23 c) and (3.21) 
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z>O 
(3.35) 

z<O 

z)O 
(3.36) 

z<O 

z)O 
(3.37) 

z<O 

In the expressions above ~i and K1Z have been used. These are 

(3.38) 

= { -
(3.39) 

where 

(3.40). 

The expressions found for M-F, M+F, N-a, N+G are a solution for the elec

tromagnetic field for free space in the (AM ,n,z,w) domain. This solution 

has to be transformed back to the (r,~,z,w) domain using the inverse Hankel 

and the inverse Fourier ~ transforms. This will be described in paragraph 

3.6. 
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3.5.2 The solution for configuration 2 

In this paragraph the terms t2 and K2Z will be used. These are 

= { -
VKz; -"I 

V1J -Kz~ 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43). 

Using the boundary conditions for ~ and ~~ a general form, denoted as 

~2' for the functions ~-r, ~+r, N-o, N+o can be derived. 

\ 

Q-exp( jK1Z z) 

Qz = Qi exp(-jKIZz)+Qrexp( jK,zz) 

Qt exp( - jKu z) 

z < 0 

o < z < h 

z > h 

(3.44) 

The superscript i stands for incident, r for reflected and t for trans

mitted. Both the boundary conditions for z = h and the method used in para

graph 3.5.4 for z = 0 will be used to find expressions for the functions 

~-F, R+F, N-O, N+O. This will be shown for R-F and N+O. The boundary condi

tions for z = h yield 

M-F~exp{-jKzzh) - M-~zexp(-jklZh)-M-F2exp( jklzh) = 0 

N+Giexp(-jKtzh) - N+G~eKp(-jklzh)-N+G2eKp( jklzh) = 0 

(3.45 a) 

(3.45 b). 

The integral method for z = 0 applied to (3.23 a) and (3.23 d) yields 

M-F~ + M-F2 - M-Fi = 0 
N+Giz + N+G2 - N+Gt = aj[}1I-1(aAH)-}n.daAH)] 

(3.45 c) 

(3.45 d) 
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To be able to find expressions for tIle eight unknown factors four equations 

are needed in addition to (3.45) a through d. These can be found by evalu

ating equation (3.23 a) for z < 0, for 0 < z < h and for z > h and equation 

(3.23 d) for 0 < z < h. The equations found are 

(3.45 e) 

-jKlzM-~2exp(-jK1ZZ) +jKlzM-F~exp( jk1z z) + 

+ ~oN+G~exp(-jKlzz) + jw~oN+G~exp( jK1Zz)= 0 (3.45 f) 

(3.45 g) 

-jK1ZN+G~exp(-jKlZZ) +jK1ZN+G~exp( jktzz) + 

+ .::.!Sl M-Jo,izexp(-jKuz) + .::.!Sl M-F~exp( jK1Zz)= 0 
JW~o JWflo 

(3.45 h). 

Using equations (3.45) a through h and equations (3.22) expression can be 

found for A-F, N-G and Hz. Only results will be given here for the func

tions in the medium. The other results are described in appendix AI. 

M-Fl = j8Wflo exp{ -j(K I z Kzz )h) Lln 1 (BAH ) -;; n • 1 (BAH ) ] Kl z+ KZ2 
(3.46 a) 

N+Gt
: 

jaKzz exp(-j(Kt2 Kzz )h) [}ft - 1 (BAH )-}n' 1 (BAH)] K1 z + Kzz 
(3.46 b) 

Ht- jn exp(-j(K lZ - Kzz)h)[Jn(eAH)- eAH;1n+ deAN)] z- K1Z + K2Z n (3.46 c) 

Using the same method expressions for the other functions can be found. 
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(3.47 c) 

3.6 The inverse transforms 

In this paragraph expressions for the field components will be derived 

using an inverse Hankel transform and the inverse Fourier ~ transform. This 

will first be done for free space yielding results for configurations 1,lA 

and IB, After this the same will be done for configurations 2,2A and 28. 

Because the functions M and N were transformed with a Hankel transform 

of order n+1 and the functions F and G with a Hankeltransform of order n-l 

explicit expressions for r.l, F, Nand G must be derived. After this an 

inverse Hankel transform of order n+1 will be used to transform r.l and N, an 

inverse Hankel transform of order n-1 for F and G and an inverse Hankel 

transform of order n for 'Ez and Hz. Expressions will be derived for the 

Fourier ~ transformed components E~ and Ert by adding and subtractind M and 

F. expressions for "'I' and ". by adding and subtracting N and G. Only 

results will be given here because these derivations are quite extensive. 

An example of these derivations is described in appendix A2. All results 

from now on are normalized by introducing R =aAH' 
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3.6.1 Field expressions for configurations 1, lA and lB. 

Expressions for the field components in the Fourier domain based on 

the general source term are 

£11= r 4~, Ku {-K~ [}n - I (R)}n - I [:R]+}n. I (R)}n. I [:R]]+ 
o 

;~2 ;1n (R) )}n [:R] }exP ( - jk lZ z)RdR (3.48 a) 

(3.48 b) 

(3.48 c) 

fro. [ [ ] ] 
- _ J rR rR. 
Hop- 4a In - I (R)ln - I 8 -In. I (R)ln. 1 [8] exp( - Jk, z z)RdR 

o 

(3.48 e) 

(3.48 f) 

(3.48 h) 

All expressions above are based on three integrals, that will be 

denoted as lin, I zn and I 3n • 
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ltn::: J }n (R)}n (~R)exp(-jK1ZZ)RdR 
o 

(3.49 a) 

(3.49 b) 

CD 

131\::: J K;zt1 nt dR)}n [~R]exp(-jK1ZZ)RZdR 
o 

(3.49 c) 

Now the inverse Fourier IfJ transform is used to find expression for the 

field distributions of configurations 1, lA and IBin the (r,lfJ,z,w) domain. 

Using the realtion [ABR 65] 

(3.50). 

the terms for negative and positive order of the Fourier-series can be 

combined to one term. The results for the field components of configuration 

1 are: 

lew) ~{[-K~ (1 . +1 '. )+2(2i+l) 12ZI.l]sin«2i+l)<Jl)COS«2i+1)6)+ awt 0 L '2TiT Z 21 Z 21 Z ar'&'l T' 

i:::O 

[ K5 2(2i+2)] } 'I'I7"7?r+ (1221' 1 +I zz ! t 3) . 1221 + 2 cos( (2i+2)IfJ)sin{(2i+2)6) 
~1~~ ar'&rl 

(3.51 a) 
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cos«2i+l)~)cos«2i+1)A)+ 

[ 
K~ ( 2 [. r)] 2'I+'2" 12tl +1-1 22i' 3)+ ar,tr 1 (21+2)1 22 1 + 2-a hzi' 2 

Sin«2i+2)~).in«2i+2)A)} 

Ez = !~~7) 2 {lai • 1 cos«2i+ 1)~)cos«2i+ 1)A)+ 

i=O 

1121 + zSin«2i+2)~)Sin«2i+2)A)} 

(3.51 b) 

(3.51 c) 

2i+2012i +1-1121 +3 )sin«2i+2)~)sin( (2i+2)A)} (3.51 d) 

H = (n-2A) I(w) I + 
r 2a 11 

(X) 

+ l~w) L {zi+1(ltzi +1 121' z)sin«2i+l)<t»cos{(2i+l)A)+ 

i=O 

- ~II2i' 1+1121 +3)COS«2i+2)<t»SiD«2i+2)A)1 (3.51 e) 
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2jl(w) ~{[ 1 ] + a2 L 1221' 1- 2I+T1321 '2 sin«2i+ 1)<p)cos«2i+ l)A)+ 

i=O 

- [1121' z- 2i+213l!i' 3 ]COS«2i+2)<p)Sin«2i+2)A)} (3.51 f) 

The results for the field components of configuration 1ft are: 

(3.52 a) 

21(w) ~{[ K~ 2 
Er= 8I'..IIe-o L 2I+T{Izz i-I zz l'z)+ ar~rl 

i=O 

COS«2i+l)~)COS«2i+l)')} 

(3.52 b) 

Ez= 4jI(w) ~{I1Zi t 1 COS«2i+l)M)COS«2i+I)A)} a 2 we, 1 L T 
(3.52 c) 

i=O 
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H.,,= 2I~W) 2 {~(I12i -I 12i • :dCOS«2i+l)tp)COS«2i+1)A)} 

i=O 

(Xl 

2I(w) "\ { 1 } Hr= a L '2I+T(I121 +IlZi q)sin«2i+l)tp)cos«2i+l)A) 

i=O 

Hz= 4j!~w) 2 {[IZZl. 1- 2i.dI32i' 2 ]Sin«2i+l)tp)COS«2i+l)A)} 

i=O 

The results for the field components of configuration la are: 

E - -(n-2A)w~oI(w) I 
~- 21+ a 

(3.52 d) 

(3.52 e) 

(3.52 f) 

(3.53 a) 
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Sin«2i+2)~).in«2i+2)d)} 

(3.53 b) 

(3.53 c) 

2I(w) ~{l 1 H9= ---a--- ~ ~II2i' l-112i '3)sin«2i+2)~)sin«2i+2)A)f (3.53 d) 

i=O 

(n-2A) lew) I Hr = 1 1+ a 

2I(w) ~{ 1 1 - a ~ '21+2"( 1121 • 1 + 1121 • 3 )COS( (2i+2)~)sin( (2i+2)A) f (3.53 e) 

i=O 

H = (n-2A)I(w) I + 
: a2 31 

4jI(w) ~{[ 1) 1 - a 2 i~ II 2i • z- 21+'211 zl • 3 COS( (2i+2)~)sin( (2i+2)A) J (3.53 f) 
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3.6.2 Field expressions for configurations 2,2" and 28. 

Expressions for the field components in the Fourier domain based on 

the general source term are 

(3.54 a) 

2n
2 

[] [rR] 2nR [] [rR]} . + ar -in R in a - ar -in' 1 R in a exp( - J [Ktz h+Kzz (z-h) ])RdR (3.54 b) 

(3.54 d) 

(3.54 e) 
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exp(-j[K1Z h+Kzz (z-h)])RdR (3.54 f) 

The expressions above are based on nine integrals. these are: 

(3.55 a) 

ro 

12 .= J K1Z! Kz~tin+ 1 [R]3 n [~R]exp(-j[K1Zh+K2Z (z-h)])R
2

dR 
o 

(3.55 b) 

(3.55 e) 

(3.55 d) 

ro 

lsn= J K
2Z

e.:+ K
1z
t/ n ' 1 [R]Jn [~R]exp(-j[Kuh+Kzz (z-h)])R

2
dR (3.55 e) 

o 

(3.55 f) 

(3.55 g) 
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Kutz )In [a]}n [~a]exp( -j[Ku h+Kzz (z-h) ])RdR 

(3.55 h) 

Kutd}n+ 1 [R]Jn [~RJexp(-j[K1zh+Kz2 (z-h)])RZdR 

(3.55 i) 

In the same way as was done for configurations I, lA and IB expressions for 

the field distributions of configurations 2, 2A and 2B can be found using 

the inverse Fourier I() transform. The results for the field components of 

configuration 2 are: 

E - -(n-2A)~ol(w) 1
11

+ 
OP- a 

2!( .. ) i~ { [2i':i (I,,, + I", • ,)+ 2~;:: ~) lw., lSin( (21+ 1 )",)eoo( (2i+1).)+ 

-[2i':2( I, ,; . ,+I,,, . ,) 2 ~;::~) 1,,,., leos( (2i+2)",)oin( (2i+2).)} 

(3.56 a) 
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21(w) ~{[ 1 2 [ . ]] Er= BWto.L "2TiT(l?Zi -I12i' 2)+ ar (21+1)1.12 1 + l-I S2i + 1 

1=0 

cos«2i+l)~)cos«2i+l)6)+ 

t2I+2(I12i +1-I12i' 3)+!r(2i+2)IS2i. Z-I52I+ Z)1 

.in((2i+2)~)Sin((2i+2).)} 

Ez= :~~~) I {hz! 'lcos«2i+l)~)cos«2i+l)6)+ 
i=O 

162i + zSin«2i+2)~)Sin«2i+2)6)} 

H1'= 2I~W) 2 ([;i!r(162i -1 62; . 2 )+;r(2i+l)(tr z-t r 1 )181 • 1 

i=O 

- :r(trz -trl)1 9i' t]COS«2i+l)~)COS«2i+l)6)+ 

(3.56 b) 

(3.56 c) 

(3.56 d) 
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Hr= (n-2A) 1(00) I + 
a 31 

sin«2i+l)~)cos«2i+l)A)+ 

COS«2i+2)~)Sin«2i+2)A)} 

Hz= -j(rr-2A)I(oo) I + 
a:t 21 

+ 4j~~oo) I {[IIZi + 1- 2i+lIzzi' z ]Sin«2i+l)~)COS«2i+l)A)+ 
i=O 

(3.56 e) 

- [liZ!' Z- 2t+2I2Zi':I ]COS«2i+2)~)Sin«2i+2)A)} (3.56 h) 

The results for the field components of configuration 2A are: 

41(00) ~{[--WJlO(I . +I '. )+2(2i+l) LUi' 1]sin«2i+l)tn)COS«2i+l)A)} a L 2I+T I? liZ I 2 arwt 0 "T 

i=O 

(3.57 a) 
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4I(w) 1 2 . ro { _. ifo ["21"+P I ,,, -I,,,. ,)+ ar[(21+1)IH;' ,-I,,,. ,J] 

COS«2i+l)~)COS«2i+l)')} 

(X) L {I Stl • lCOS«2i+l)'P)COS«2i+l)A)} 

i=O 

(X) 

11",= 4I(w) \{[~r':1(I6z; 1 62 i' ?)-I~(2i+l)(Srz-t;rl)Iel 'I aLl' . ar 
i=O 

- ;r(t;r2-~rl)I9i' I ]COS«2i+l)'P)COS«2i+l)A)} 

Hr= 4I~W) ! {[.In.{I3zi +1 32; + z)+~2i+l)(~r 1-e.. 2)1 81 + I] 
i=O 

Sin«2i+l)'P)COS«2i+l)A)J 

(3.57 b) 

(3.57 c) 

(3.57 d) 

(3.57 e) 

Hz:: 8j!~w) ~ {[It zi + 1- 2t+rIzzi' z ]Sin«2Hl)'P)COS«2i+l)6)t (3.57 h) 

i=O 

The results for the field components of configuration 2B are: 
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4I(w) 1 2 . ro { .... , i~ [=(1" •• ,-I" •• ')+ar-[(21+2)I" •• ,-I,,,., 11 

Sin«2i+2)~)Sin«2i+2)6)} 

Ez= :~~~) I {I62i' zSin«2i+2)Y')Sin«2i+2)A)} 

i=O 

ro L {[;i!2(16 zi + 1-1 6 2i + 3 )+~2i+2)(tt z-t r 1 )lei + 2 

i=O 

- ;r(tr z-t r 1 )1 9 1' z ]SiI1«2i+2)Y')Sin«2i+2)A)} 

lIt = 2 (n-2A) lew) I + 
a 31 

COS«2i+2)Y')Sin«2i+2)A)} 

(3.58 a) 

(3.58 b) 

(3.58 c) 

(3.58 d) 

(3.58 e) 
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H - -2j(n-2A)I(w) I ~ 
z- aZ Zl 

- 4j!~w) I {[I1 zi • 2- 2t+21z 2i ' 3 ]COS«2i+2)'P)Sin«2i+2)A)J 

i=O 

(3.58 f) 

These expressions have to be evaluated numerically. The next chapter will 

be dedicated to the analysis of the problems that occur when this is being 

done. 



CHAPTER 4 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 

In chapt.er 3 expressions for the field distributions have been found 

which cannot be evaluated analytically any further. These expressions are 

used to calculate the field distributions with a computer. In this chapter 

the numerical computation will be analysed. A numerical analysis should 

consist of both a stability test and a numerical condition test. A problem 

is numerical stable if the error introduced by the computation is small 

compared to the value computed. It is W(!l1 conditioned if a small deviation 

in the argument or one of the parameters causes only a small deviation in 

the result. 

The field distributions are computed in two stages. First the integ

rals, which are described in equations (3.49) a through c and in equations 

(3.55) a through i, are calculated. The results of these integrals are 

inserted in the Fourier series which are described in equations (3.51) a 

through f and (3.56) a through f. The results will be plotted. The accuracy 

needed for such a plot is at least two significant digits. The other accu

racy requirements are based on this. This chapter will start with an analy

sis of the integrals. The computation of the field components will then be 

analysed. After this something will be said about the calculation of the 

mean reactive power density and the mean dissipated power density. The 

requirements for t.he programs used will be described, and something will be 

said about the structure of the programs. 

For the numerical analysis and numerical computation of the field 

distributions all parameters must have a value. Table 4.1 is a list of the 

parameters used in this chapter and their values. In figure 4.1 the meaning 

of some of the parameters is elucidated. 

45 
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f = 250 MHz (4.1 a) 

a = 0.02 m (4.1 b) 

to~l= 1 (4.1 c) 

E-~z = 5.7 (4.l d) 

e." -r 1- 10- 6 (4.1 e) 

to" -rZ- 5 (4.1 f) 

A = 0.5 (4.1 g) 

h = % a (4.1 h) 

~(w)1 = lA (4.1 i) 

ze[O.Ol,O.lJ (4.l k) 

re[0.004,0.04] (4.1 1) 

- '"l'P - - --~=o 

7/!!i!/T/I//.~ 
table figure 4.1 

4.2 The integrals 

The integrals used to the calculate the field distributions can be 

spli t into three parts. The first part that will be discussed here is 

formed by a product of two Bessel functions {see e.g. equ. (3.55 a) and 

(3.55 b». The second part part consists of an exponential function. The 

third part is typical for each integral, and will be denoted as "the 

intrinsic function" (see paragraph 4.2.3). In paragraph 4.2.1 the Bessel 

functions will be analysed. The exponentials will be analysed in paragraph 

4.2.2 and the intrinsic functions in paragraph 4.2.3. 
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4.2.1 The Bessel functions 

The Bessel functions are computed using a subroutine of the IMSL 

library based on the algorithm of David J. Sookne [SOO 73]. This subroutine 

computes Bessel functions of the first kind of non--negative integer order 

for real arguments. For each argument the routine simultaneously calculates 

the Bessel functions for all order 5 n, where n is the highest order 

needed. It also provides information on the numerical stability through an 

error variable that is assigned a value >129 if the number of significant 

digits is smaller than the maximum number of significant digits, which is 

11. 

The numerical condition of this subroutine has been tested by multi

plying the argument, with (l+~) where ~ was pseudo-randomly chosen from the 

interval [-0.5.10- 11 +,0.5.10' 11]. Results obtained were compared to the 

results that were found without the error yielding differences smaller than 

10- 10 except for the vicinity of zero values. Because the value of a Bessel 

function round a zero value is small, the contribution of such an interval 

to the integral will be small as well and it will not influence the accura

cy significantly. 

4.2.2 The exponentials 

There are two exponetials. One is occurring in the free space field 

expressions, and can be found in equations (3.49) a through c. It will be 

denoted as Expl. The second occurs in the field expressions for the medium 

(see equ. (3.55) a through i). It will be denoted as Exp2. 

Expi = exp(-jK1Z z) 

Exp2 = exp(-j[K1z h+K zz (z-h)]) 

(4.2 a) 

(4.2 b) 
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In this paragraph will be shown that digits will be lost in Re(Ku) for 

R>VK~(.~la2 " in Im(Ku) for R(VK~(.~la2 ' and in Re(Kzz ) for R»VK~(.~za2 . 

The loss of accuracy will not influence the accuracy of the integrals sig

nificantly. In expressions (4.2 a) and (4.2 b) the terms K1z and Ktz are 

(4.3 a) 

Re(Ku )= %VT 

(4.3 b) 

(4.3 c) 

(4.3 d) 

(4.3 e) 

(4.3 f). 
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The expressions for Exp1 and Exp2 can also be written as 

Expl=exp(Im(Kt?)z)[cos(Re(Klz»-jsin(Re(Klz»] (4.4 a) 

Exp2=exp( Im(Ku ) h+ Im(Kz z )( z-h) ) [cos (Re(Ku ) h+Re(Kz z ) (z-h) )+ 

-sin(Re(K1z )h+Re(Kzz )(z-h»] (4.4 b). 

It will now be shown that the loss of accuracy in Im(K1z ) for R<\lR!~~la2 

does not influence the accuracy of the magnitude exp(Im(Ku )z) signifi

cantly. It will also be shown that the loss of accurcy in Re(K IZ ) for 

R)VI~6~la2 . does not influence the accuracy of cos(Re(K1z)z). and that the 

loss of digits that will occur in sin(Re{Kt z )z) will not influence the 

accuracy of the integral signifinmUy. 

The term 

in Ktz is always positive. In the real part of Ktz the term 

K
2 I R2 

- O~r t + ::-r a 

(4.5) 

The term 

in the imaginary part of Ktz is negative for R<VK~t~ta2 . and positive for 

R> \lK~~~ 1 a 2 '. Adding a positive and a negative number leads to a signifi-
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cant loss of digits if the numbers are of the same magnitude. Because ... " "'r 1 

is very small this may occur in Re(K1:~) for R>VKh~ la2 ' and in Im(Ktz ) for 

R<VK~£'~ la2 " Using first order approximations the following expressions 

can be found: 

(4.6 a) 

(4.6 b) 

Expression (4.6 b) shows thnl t.he imaginary part is very small for 

R<V~ £,~ I a 2 
" The magnitude of Expl, exp{Im(Ku », will be almost 1 , and 

the loss of digits in negligible ( for O<R<V~ £,~ 1 a 2 ' the value of the 

magnitude gradually decreases from ~O.999997 to ~O.996, and loss of digits 

in Im(K1z ) will in worse case inflict the third digit of exp( Im(Ka »). 

Re(K1Z ) becomes very small for R>V~£,~,a2 and cos(Re(Klz»~l. The loss of 

digits is again negligible. If Re(K1Z ) is very small then sin(Re(K1Z » will 

also be very small and the loss of digits in Re(Ktz ) will not have a sig

nificant effect on the integral as will be shown later on. 

Now the effect of the loss of accuracy in Re(Kzz) for R»V~£'~ea2 

and its influence on the accuracy of Exp2 will be described. For 

R<V~£'~ za2 loss of accuracy is not to be expected, because the term £,; It 

in Kzz is not very small. For R»VKtt~za2' there will be loss of accuracy 

in Re(Kzz ). An approximation for Re(Kzz ) similar to that for Re(Ktz ) is 

(4.7). 

The argument of the sine and cosine function of expression (4.2 b) can now 

be written as 
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(4.8) 

For R»\IK!~~zaZ . this expression will be very small and the same arguments 

that were used in the previous section for Re(K1Z ) can be used here to show 

that this will not influence the accuracy of the integral significantly. 

'fhe numerical condi Hon of the exponentials has been tested only in 

combination with the other parts of the integrals as will be described in 

paragraph 4.2.4. 

4.2.3 The intrinsic functions 

In this paragraph the numerical stability of the intrinsic functions 

of the integrals will be analysed. This will first be done for the intrin

sic funtions of the free space field expressions. These 

f t = R (4.9 a) 

fz= R (4.9 b) 
~ 

RZ 
(4.9 c). f3= --Kl z 

Function f t is very simple and needs no further analysis. It is only worth 

mentioning that Re(Ktz ) is very small for R>\I~~~laz . and the contribution 

of R.exp(Im(K1z ».sin(Re(K1z », which is the imaginary part of R.Expl, to 

the imaginary part of the integral will be negligible. Function fa can be 

found by multiplying f t with R. Therefore fz will be analysed here. Func-
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tion fz can also be written as: 

(4.10) 

This function has a sharp peak for R=VK!e.~lal! .~ 0.1047. The peak value 

is fz(VK~e.~la2 ) = 74.048 - j74.048. The sharpness of the peak is can be 

shown by some fUI)ction values: 

fdO) ~ 0.191 -j 2.618.10- 6 

fdO.l046) ~ 3.995 -j 8.74 .10- '4 

f2 (0.1048) $liS 1.591.10- 3 -j 4.878 

fz ( 2\1K! e.~ 1 a2 ') I'tI 2.618.10- 6 -j 0.191 

This peak needs to be integrated with a very small-step width. In the pre

vious section loss of accuracy in the computation of K1Z was already men

tioned. To find out what the influence will be on the result of the integ

ral it is necessary to look at the product fz.Expl, because these are both 

complex numbers. The Bessel functions, being real, can be left out. 

fz.Expl=, ~ K~~-z-r~ {[Re(Kl~)cos[Re(Klz)]+Im(Klz)Sin[Re(Klz)]]+ 

j[-Re(Klz)Sin[Re(Klz)]+Im(Klz)Cos[Re(Klz)]]} (4.11) 

The expression above shows that for R<\lK!t~lal! . the real part is dominated 

by Re(Ku)cos(Re(K1Z » because Im(Ktz) is very small. For R>VK!e~la2 ' the 

contribution of Re(fz.Expl) to the real part of the integral is very small 

because Re(K1Z ) is very small. The loss of digits therefore does not influ-
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ence the real part of the integral. The influence of the imaginary part 

f 2 .Expl for n<\IK!~~la2 . on the imaginary part of the integral is negligi

ble. For R>\IK~~~lal . the imaginary part of the integral is influenced by 

Im(Ku )cos(Re(Ktz » alone. Around R=VK!~~ la2 • the loss of digits could 

have influence on the integral. The use of double precision arithmatic 

yielded enough significant digits. 

The intrinsic functions for the calculation of the field distributions 

in the medium are: 

f t : 
H (4.12 a) KI z +Kzl< 

f t : 
HZ 

(4.12 b) KII +Ku 

f3= Kz! R (4.12 c) 
KI % +Kz z 

f4= R (4.12 d) 
Kzzs. 1 +Kzze.. r z 

fs= RZ 
(4.12 e) 

KzzS. 1 +K2%~t Z 

fs= KI! R (4.12 f) 
Kzzs r 1 +Kzzs r 2 

f?= Kt2 Kz! R (4.12 g) 
Kz z Sr 1 +Kt z Sr z 

fo= R (4.12 h) 
(KIZ+Kzz)(Kz2Srl+Kt2Srz) 

f9= RZ 
(4.12 i) (K 1 Z +K22 ) (Kzz tr 1 +KZ2~r z) 

These function do not have sharp peaks because t~z=5. The functions are too 

complex to analyse them the way it was done for the other functions. Numer

ical stability was tested for the product of these functions and Exp2. 

These products were computed in two ways. first using the double precision 

complex intrinsics of FORTRAN. Secondly the products were split in their 
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real and imaginary part using the relation 

1 _ c-jd 
c+jd - CT+'C:P" (4.13) 

and afterwards they were computed with the double precision real intrin

sics. Comparing the results showed relative errors <10- 1 z. Because the 

resul ts do not differ significantly, these function must be reasonably 

stable. The method used for computing the integrals is the one using the 

double precision complex intrinsics because this is faster than the other 

method. 

4.2.4 Analysis of the integrals 

The numerical condition of the integrals still needs to be tested, but 

before this some attention will be paid to the definition of the integra

tion interval and the choice of the integration step-width. First something 

will be said about the start of the integration interval. For n = 0 the 

contribution to the integral is significant for ~O. Therefore the integra

tion interval starts at R = O. Now a relation between an estimate of the 

order of magnitude of the trwlcation error and the end of the integration 

interval Re for each integral must be found. The truncation error will be 

estimated using approximations for large argument. These approximations 

will be derived here for the integrals used for the free space field dis

tributions. Results will be given for the integrals used for the field 

distributions in the medium. 

To find an estimate for the truncation error an approximation for 

large argument of Kl z must be found first. For Re{Kl z) this was already 

done in praragraph 4.2.2. The result was 
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(4.5 a). 

The imaginary part of Klz is 

ImK" = -'l.V2" V V [ K~.; • - [+] ']' +.; · r -K!.;. + [+]' 
(4.3 c). 

Because t:~ 1 < <e.; z the term K~ t; I can be neglected for large argument 

yielding 

Using a first order approximation this can be written as 

R 
a 

An approximation for I Kul 2 is also needed 

(4.14). 

(4.15). 

(4.16) 

Because t~l«t~l the term K~t:;l can be neglected. For large arguments the 

following expression can be derived using first order approximation: 

(4.17) 

Now the integrals can be approximated. Bessel functions are always ,l. 

Because an upper bound is wanted for the order of magnitude of the trun

cation error, the product of Bessel functions is replaced by 1. Integral 

I in will be aproximated first. 



! [R.EXPldR ~ 
Re 

~R.exp[~ ~l.[l + 
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-j 
(4.18) 

For large argwnent the real part will be much larger than the imaginary 

part and therefore the real part will be used for the approximation. 

I 1n ~ [R.exp [- ~]dR = 
Re 

aR R I ro --exp( - -.z) 
z a R. Jro a R 

- - exp(- -e)dU:= 
z a 

He 

(4.19) 

For R> V5K~ t:.~ 1 a 2 ' the relative error in the approximation for R.Expl is 

,10- 1
• The Bessel functions are smaller than 1 for R>O. Therefore this can 

be used as an upper bound for the magnitude of the truncation error. 

Using (4.8) and replacing the Bessel function again by I the following 

approximation of integral I zn can be found 

(4.20) 
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For large argument Re(K,z) is much smaller than Im(K1z ) and the most sig-

nificant part in the numerator of expression (4.20) will be 

R.lm(Klz).cos(Re(Ktz».exp(Im(KlZ)z), leading to the following approxima

tion for I zn : 

I [
R.Im(Klz) (R)d Jro a 2 R (R )~~_ z n A:I I l{1 Z I 2 • exp - az R A:I Rff2""8 exp - az uw<> 

R. R. 

ro J a.exp(- ~)dIlA:I :~Xp(- ~) (4.21) 

Re 

The approximation of the order of magnitude of the truncation error of Ian 

follows directly f['om the approximation of I zn . It can be found by multi

plying the approximation of I zn under the integral sign with R, which leads 

to 

Jro R a 2 a R. 
a.R.exp(- ~)dR= --(R. + -)exp(- ~) 

a z z a 
(4.22) 

Re 

For these three integrals a relation is found between an estimate for the 

order of magnitude of the truncation error and the end of the integration 

interval Re. The value for R. depends on z and the upper bound for the 

truncation error, which depents on the accuracy needed. These approxima

tions were used to develope a truncation criterium used in the integration 

program. 

The integrals used for the calculation of the field in the medium can 

be approximated in a similar way. Only results will be given here: 
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11 n::::: 
a 2 a R -(Re + -}exp( - ...!.e) z z a 

(4.23 a) 

12ft ::::: 
a 

[ Re + ~ ]expc- ~) z z a (4.23 b) 

Ian::::: ~ [ Re + - exp(-...!.e) a ] R 
z a 

(4.23 c) 

I.tn ::::: 
a 2 He --exp(- ~) z a 

(4.23 d) 

Is n::::: 
a 2 a ~) -CRe + -}exp(--
z z a 

(4.23 e) 

~ [ Re + ~ ] exp (- ~) 
z z a 

(4.23 f) 

I [Re 2 + 2aRe + 2a
2

] (Re) 
'In::::: -z ---zz- ~ exp - ~ (4.23 g) 

(4.23 h) 

a 2 R --eXp(- ...!.e) z a (4.23 i) 

All integrals are calculated simultaneously and the approximation for 17ft 

is used to truncate the integrals. The truncation errror for hn is ,10- ~ 

This assures that the truncation error for the other errors is small 

enough. 
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The calculation of the Bessel function is quite time consuming. There

fore the number of steps must be as small as possible. To reach the appro

priate accuracy with as few steps as possible it appeares to be necessary 

to divide the integration interval into a number of intervals that are each 

integrated using a different step-width. The step-widths needed are found 

by integrating over such an interval, then integrating again with half the 

step-width and comparing the results. This is done until the the number of 

digi ts being equal is enough. This leads to the division of integral 11 n 

used for free space into the intervals [0,0.1048] and [O.1048,1t,) that are 

integrated with step-width 10-" and 4.10- 3 respectively and 12ft and Ian 

into the intervals [0,0.10461, [0.1046,0.1048], [0.1048,0.25] and [O.25,Re l 
with step-width 10- 4

, 10- 1 ,10- 4 and 4.10- 3 respectively. The integrals used 

for the medium are split in two intervals Le. [0,0.4] and [0.4,1t, J which 

are integrated with step-width 10- 1 and 10-z respectively. 

The numerical condition of the integrals used to calculate the field 

distributions in free space have not been explicitly tested. They were 

calculated first using a Burroughs computer that had an accuracy ft,1O- 2 z. 

Later they were calculated on a peronal computer which had a double preci

sion accuracy ~10- 15. The results did not differ significantly. The numeri

cal condition of the integrals used for calculation of the field in the 

medium was tested by distubing ~~z and ~~z with a relative error t , where 

t E [-5.10-?,5.10- 7
]. The results showed deviations ,10- 6 in all integrals. 

The condition also was tested by disturbing the argument R wit a relative 

error ,0.5.10- 10. The results showed deviations ,10- 9 only. The conclusion 

must be that the computation of the integrals was well conditioned. 
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4.3 Nwnerical analysis of the Fourier series 

The expressions that are found for the components of the field distri

butions in chapter :1 are ~'ourier series. The Fourier coefficients are based 

on the integrals that have been analysed in the previous section. The ques

tion wether loss of digits may occur in these series must now be answered. 

A loss of digits can occur in the coefficients whenever a positive and a 

negative term of equal magnitude are added. Looking at e. g. the coefficient 

of the cosine in expression (3.56 b) 

(4.24) 

it can be observed t ha t becausf~ 1,/ n and 14 n have OppOS ite signs, and I? n 

and 15n have the same sign this coefficient will be small for certain vnl-

ues of rand z, and digits will be lost. This error is independent of cpo If 

the other coefficients of the series are significantly greater than this 

one the lost of accuracy in the coefficient displayed in expression (4.24) 

will have no effect on the result of the sum. When the other terms are 

smaller digits will be lost. :i n the result. of the sum as well. In chapter 5 

some attention will be paid to the places where accuracy is lost, showing 

that this loss of accuracy is not fatal for the result at large. 

Loss of digits can also occur when sine or cosine terms cancel out. 

This e. g. happens to the component H. of field distribution 2 (see equ. 

(3.56 d) which, as the results will show, has a larger magnitude for O<cp<n 

than for -n<cp<O. Not all digits are lost here. These two problems do not 

occur often, nor do they have a fatal influence on the results. This has 

been confirmed by the test of the numerical condition. 

The numerical condition was tested first by using the integrals that 

were calculated with a relative error in ~~t and ~~z with absolute value 

~0.5.10- 6. The relative errors found in t.he results for the field distribu-

tions were never >10- 6. The condition was also tested by multiplying the 
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results of the integrals with (l+e), where e was pseudo-randomly chosen 

from [-5.10- 1 ,5.10- 1
], and inserting them in the Fourier series. Comparing 

the results showed relative differences ~10-3 for the magnitude and ~2.l0-3 

for the phase of the components. The relative error in the real part of the 

electric field components was ~2. 10- 3 and ~ 10- 3 in the real part of the 

magnetic field components. The relative error in the imaginary part of the 

electric field components appeared to be ~10- 3 and ~2.10- 3 for the imagi

nary part of the magnetic field components. This shows that the calculation 

of the field distributions is accurate enough when the the integrals are 

computed with 4 significant digits. The highest order that is necessary in 

these calculation is 18 because the value of higher order integrals can not 

affect the 4-th digit of the result. An exception must be made for 17n • For 

z=0.5a higher order integrals are necessary, but are only used for the 

calculation of the component Er of field distribu-tions 2, 2R and 28. The 

price, a considerable increase of integration time, was considered too 

high. 

4.4 The power density functions 

The mean reactive power density and the mean dissipated power density 

are calculated. These are defined by 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

These power densities are computed using the numerical results with respect 

to the magnitude of the field components. The accuracy of the computation 

of these quantities is the same as the accuracy of the computation of the 

magnitudes, because ~ 2= ~rl z+ '1.,,1 z+ ~zl z and ~ f= ~rl z+ ~."I 2+ ~zl z 
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4.5 The programs 

It was already mentioned in pal'agraph 4.2.1 that the subroutine used 

to calculate the Bessel functions simultaneously computes these functions 

for all order ~ n where n is the highest order needed. The expressions for 

the integrals in chapt.er 3 show that the arguments of the Bessel functions 

depent on R and I' only. A single computation of the products of Bessel 

functions can be used to add the next integration step to integrals of all 

order and for all values of z. 

The integration algorithm musL to be simple and the number of function 

evaluations for each integration step must be as small as possible. These 

requirements are met by an algod Hun based on the Simpson rule [VEL 80/81]. 

This algorithm calculates the integral as follows: 

r f(x)dx ~ ic fo+4f1 +2fz+ •...•. +4f. - I +f. ) 

a 

(4.25) 

In this expression h is the integration step--width, and f, is the function 

value for the i-th step. N must be even. The truncation error of this in

tegration algorithm is 

(4.26). 

The results are plotted on devices that use carthesian coordinates. The 

values for the radius must be chosen in such a way that all points of a 

carthesian grid can be reached. 
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figure 4.2 

In figure 4.2 the circles show the the points of which the value for r is 

needed to be able to calculate the value of the components in all points. 

These requirements led to the following structure for the integration 

program ITA: 



ITA 

x=o 
do 100 xn=1.x1en,1 

y=O 

do 200 yn=l,xn.l 

r=V xZ+yZ 

R=O 

zmaxh=zmax 

First integration step: 
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Calculate the products of Bessel functions 

Calculate the intrinsic fuuctions 

loopl 

Calculate producl of intrinsic functions and exponential 

Add first step for all z,zmaxh and for all order (fo) 

R=R+step 

Odd integration step 

Calculate the products of Bessel functions 

Calculate the intrinsic functions 

Calculate product of intrinsic functions and exponential 

Add odd step for all z,zmaxh and for all order (+4fZi' 1) 

R=R+step 

Even or last integration step 

Calculate the pl'oducts of Bessel functions 

Calculate the intrinsic functions 

if end of integration is reached for z=zmaxh then 

Calculate product of intrinsic functions and exponential for zmaxh. 

Last step for z=zmaxh. 

zmaxh=zmaxh-zincrement 

if zstart)zmaxh then go to rest end if 

end if 



rest 
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Calculate product of intrinsic fWlctions and exponential 

Add even step for all z~zmaxh and for all order 

go to loopl 

Write result to ITl.OUT ......•... IT9.0UT 

y=y+yincrement 

200 continue 

x=xincrement 

100 continue 

end 

The programs that calculate the complex value as well as the magnitude and 

phase of the field components in the z=a plane have the following struc

ture. Question marks are used as wild cards. 

Start 

Read 6, z-plane, 

Read values of the integrals in z-plane (IT? . OUT ... ). Store them in a 

two dimensional array, filling only the places that are denoted with 

a circle in fig. 4.2. 

Fill axis arrays 

Calculate the value of the field component starting at (xmin,ymin) 

to (xmax,ymax), row by row. The array elements where the apropriate 

values of the integrals is stored is denoted by (XNORM,YNOHM, where 

XNORM=MAX( M ' M ) and YNORM=MIN( M ' M ) 
Write values for the magnitude and phase to file A???? 

Write complex numbers to file C???? 

End 
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The program used to calculate the values of the field components in the x=O 

or y=O planes are basically the same. 

Start 

Read 6, f{' 

Read values of the integrals for r=O.2a,O.4a,O.6a, ..•..•• ,2.0a and all 

z (IT? OUT ••• ) • 

Fill axis arrays 

Calculate the value of the field component. This is done for f{' 

as well as for f{'+n. 

Write complex numbers to file 1RZ.??? 

End 

The power density functions were computed by the program PDC. The strucrure 

of this program is 

Read ~d ' calculate ~i I 2 (i=f{'.r.z) 

Add it to ~ z 

Read ~t I ' calculate ,~ I 2 (i=f{'. r. z) 

Add it to 
" z 

calculate Pr e net and Pd i $ S 

write result to fi Ie POl'!. 11 

end 



CHAPTER 5 PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS 

The numerical results with respect to the field distributions will be 

presented in this chapter. The value of the parameters, used in the compu

tation of these results, can be found in table 4.1 of chapter 4. The 

results will be presented graphically using five kinds of plots: 

1. The magnitude and phase of the field components are plot 

ted as function of x and y in the z ~ a plane which is in 

figure ted as plane I. 

2. The mean reactive power density and the mean dissipated 

power density are plotted as function of x and y in plane 

1. 

3. Arrow plots of the projection on plane I of the electric 

or magnetic field. 

4. Arrow plots of the projection on the x := 0 plane (in fig

ure 5.1 denoted as plane II) of the magnetic field. 

5. Arrow plots of the projection on the y ~ 0 plane (in fig 

ure 5.1 denoted as plane III) of the electric field. This 

plot was not made for configurations 18 and 28 
t because 

the direction of the electric field is perpendicular to 

the plane III. 

69 
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figure 5.1 Plot planes. 

The medium is present in figure 5.1 for z > %a. The plots that are denoted 

as "arrow plot" consist of arrows that point in the directions of the pro

jection of the field on the plane where the plot is made in. It must be 

stressed that the arrows all have the same lenght, and that they do not 

give information about the field strength. The fields are time-dependent. 

Therefore the arrow plots of the magnetic field are made at moments where 

the mOlnentary value of the real component of the magnetic field is close to 

the magnitude. The arrow plots of the electric field are made at moments 

where the imaginary part of the electric field is close to the magnitude. 

For this reason the results are multiplied by a factor exp(j~), where ~ is 

-0.31 for the magnet ic fields and +1.2 for the electric field. This is 

denoted in the plot by the "nulfase". All plots can be found in appendix 

A3. 
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The results will now be discussed by comparing them to expectation 

that can be be based on the source configurations. First configurations I 

and 2 will be discussed. These configurations were excited by the current 

density I (see fig. 2.1 and equ. 2.2). At both ends of this current density 

time-dependent volume charges are found. These volume charges form an elec

tric dipole. The magnetic field of both configurations is expected to be 

symmetrical about the x = 0 plane. This is confirmed by the amplitude and 

phase plots as well as the arrow plots in plane 1. In the arrow plot in 

plane I it can be observed that for x = 0 there is no field component per

pendicular to plane II. Therefore the arrow plot in plane II shows the 

direction of the magnetic field. The magnetic field bends around the cur

rent which crosses plane II perpendicularly for z = 0 and y = 1. The elec

tric field is expected to be anti-symmetrical about the x 0 plane. Th 

field might look like the field of an electric dipole. This is confirmed by 

the ampli tude and phase plots of the electric field components and by the 

arrow plots of the electric field in plane I and plane III. From the arrow 

plot in plane III can be seen that the "holes" in the arrow plot in plane I 

are places where only the Ez component is unequal O. 

In paragraph 4.25 was mentioned that a significant loss of accuracy 

was expected in Er • This can be observed in the magnitude plot of Er , where 

a ring can be seen where the value of the magnitude is almost zero. Because 

the val ue of the magnitude is small compared to the maximum value of the 

magnitude in this plot, the loss of accuracy in the computation has only a 

small influence on the shape of the plot, and does not ruin the signifi

cance of the results. 

In the same paragraph a !.p dependent error was mentioned that occurred 

for component Hr. This can be observed in the plot the value of the magni

tude of Hr. For the same value of the radius r the value of the magnitude 

for a value !.p of the angle is larger than the value of the magnitude for 

1.{)+1!. Some accuracy is lost at <p+1!. The plot shows no discontinuities from 

which can be concluded that the error is smaller than the accuracy of the 

plot. 
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Comparing the results of configurations 1 and 2 mutually shows that 

the arrow plots are nearly the same. The magnitudes of the electri field 

components of configuration 2 are smaller than those of configuration 1-

The magnetic field components have the same order of magnitude in bolh 

cases. It can be concluded that the shape of the field does not change when 

a medium is inserted, but that the electric field strength does. 

The plot of the time-mean reactive power density function shows that 

configuration 2 behaves reacH vely. 'fhe highest power dissipation is found 

above the area where the volume charges are situated. The same observation 

can be made for configuration 211 and 2". 

For configurations 1 Rand 211 the following sYimnetries are expected: 

1. The magnetic field has is sYJlmletrical about the x = 0 

plane and is anti-symmetrical about the y = 0 plane. 

2. The electric field is symmetrical about the y = 0 plane 

and is anU--symmetrical about the x = 0 plane. 

This is confirmed by the amplitude and phase plots as well as the arrow 

plots in plane I. The arrow plot in plane II shows that the magnetic field 

bends around the two currents that cross the plane perpendicularly for 

z = 0 and for y = 1 or y = -1. These configurations do not have the q> 

dependent errors that were described in the previous secter. Therefore it 

can be concluded that these errors were due to cancelations of odd and even 

term of the Fourier series. Comparing the results of configuration lR and 

2R mutually shows the same results that were found for configurations 1 and 

2. 
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The source of configurations 18 and 28 resembles a magnetic dipole. 

The resul t of the magnetic field of both configurations looks like the 

magnetic field of a magnetic dipole. The similarity can be observed e.g. in 

the arrow plot in plane II. There are also differences between configura

tions IB and 2R compared to a magnetic dipole. These are caused by the gaps 

in the current distribution. The effect of these gaps can be seen in the 

plots of the magnitude and phase of the magnetic field in plane I and in 

the arrow plot in plane 1. If the magnetic field of a magnetic dipole would 

be plotted, the arrows of the arrow plot in plane I would point in radial 

direction only, and the amplitude plot would show circular symmetry. The 

electric field is mainly caused by the volume charges, which form a 

quadrupole. This is confirmed by the amplitude and phase plots as well as 

the arrow plot in plane I. 

Comparing the results of configurations 18 and 2& mutually yields the 

same result as was described for configurations I and 2. 



CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

6.1 Conclusions 

1. This method is an appropriate method to calculate the electric and 

magnetic field of configurations that consist of a circular wire-segments I 

held above a tissue half-space. 

2. The results show that the volume charges at the end of the wire

segments play an important role with respect to the electric field. 

3. The configurations 2, 2A and 2B behave reactively. 

4. Compared to the field distributions of configurations 1, III and III 

the amplitude of the electric field components of configurations 2, 211 and 

28 is smaller, but the form of the fields is almost equal as is shown by 

the arrow plots. 

6.2 Hecommenrlations 

1. The neld distribution should also be calculated for configations 

with more tissue layers. 

2. The field of these distributions and of configurations with more 

than 1 tissue layer should be calculated for other frequencies as well. 
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Appendix Al Expressions for M-F. M+F. N-G. N+a for configuration 2. 

(Al.I a) 

(Al.I b) 

(ALI c) 

(Al.I d) 

N --- ja [ (K1 Z -Kz ) , ] +G ~ l+(K
u

+K
zz

) exp(-2JKIZh) [in-l(aAH)-}nq(aAN)] (Al. 2 a) 

N+G+:= ¥-[}n 1 (sAH )-}n + 1 (sAH)] (Al.2 b) 

N+G r := - ja(K 1 1. -K t ) • 
2 (K

1Z
+K

zz
) exp(-2JK1z h)[}n-l(sAH )-)n.!(sAd] (A1.2 c) 

\i~:!K2Z ) exp( -j «Ku -Kz z )h)[)n -1 (sAM )-i.' I (sAH)] (AI. 2 d) 

H -- jn [1 (Ku -K%) (. ] [ ( )] z ~ +(Ku+Kzz ) exp -2JKlzh) in-dsAH)-i,,+ I sAN (AI. 3 a) 

Hz • == ~[in - 1 (sAM )-1". I (sAM)] 
"1\1 z 

(A1.3 b) 

H r - jn (KlZ -Kz ) (2 ' h) [ () () ] 
Z - 2K

1Z
(K u +Kzz ) exp - JKI2 in-l sAH -in'! aAN (AI. 3 c) 

Hz t == (K
1 
~:Kzz ) exp( - j « K12 -Kz z ) h) [i n - 1 (aAM ) -in + 1 (sAM) ] (AI. 3 d) 

M+F- == - gl Z [l+~ZZ t I :~1 z 6Zexp ( -2jKl z h)] [in _ daAM )+In. dsAH)] (Al.4 a) 
I 2ztl 1%t2 

. -jaK l M+ FI = 2Wi 1 2 [i n - I (aAM ) +} n • 1 (aAM ) ] (Al. 4 b) 

M Fr -jaK1z (K2z tl-Kutz) (2' )[ () ()] 
+ == 2&:.Oel (Kzztl+Kutdexp - JKu h in-l aAM +}nq aAN (A1.4 c) 

M+Ft: w(R~:!::~::t2)exp(-j(klZ-K2z)h)[Jn-l(aAH)+i.' l(aAH)] (AI.4 d) 

-A. 1-
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(Al.5 a) 

(AL5 b) 

N-G r = ja(Kzz&a-K1Z&Z) ( . h)[ () ()J 2 {K2Z&l+Kaz~z)exp -2JK1Z In-a BA. +In+l BAH (Al.5 c) 

(K
t 
~ ~~K::: z)exp( - j (ku -Kzz )h)[ln - 1 (BAH )+)1\. 1 (BAH) ] (AI. 5 d) 

(A1.6 a) 

(AL6 b) 

(AL6 c) 

(Al.6 d) 



Appendix A2 Example of the derivation of a field component. 

As an example how a field component is derived using the inverse 

Hankel and the inverse Fourier transform an expression for the field compo

nent H~ of configuration 2A will be derived here. Using equations (3.46 b) 

and (3.47 b) expressions can be found for Nand G in the medium 

- _ j [ Ku 
N - '2aKl;t+KzzLin-l(R)-}n+l(R)]- KK1~~:K ~ I}n-l(R)+}n+ l(R)]] 

2~ z zz 1 

exp(exp(-j[K1zh+Kez(z-h)]) (A2.l a) 

G = 4a(g1~~K2Z [}n-l(R)-}n'l(R)}+ RKl~~~K ~ [}n-l(R)+}ntl(R)J] 
Zz 2 2z 1 

exp(exp(-j[K1z h+Kzz (z-h)]) (A2.1 b). 

An expression for N can be found by using an n+l-th order Hankel transform. 

and G by using an n-I-th order transform. The expressions found are 

3n'1 [~R]exp{-j[K12h+Kzz (Z-h)])R}dR (A2.2 a) 

J n 1 (~R) exp( - j [Ku h+Ku (z-h) ]) R }dR (A2.2 b). 

Using equations (3.18 c) and (3.18 d) the expression HI/>= %(N+G) can be 

-A.3-
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found. Inserting the results from equations (A2.2 a) and (A2.2 b) yields 

Expression (A2.3) can also be written as 

[(Kz~Ki+K1ZKZ2Ki) L~n 1 (R)}n - 1 (~Rl-}Il' 1 (R)}n' 1 (~R)+ 

+ }n - ! (R)jn' 1 [~R]-Jn. 1 (R)Jn - 1 [~R]]+ 

(K1 ~ Ki+Kl z Kz~ Ki) [In - 1 (R)Jn - 1 [~R]-Jn. 1 (R)Jn. 1 [~R]+ 

- In - 1 (R)Jn' 1 [~R]+Jn' 1 (R)Jn _ 1 [~R]) ] 

eXp (-j[K1z h+Kzz(Z-h)])R}dR 

(A2.3). 

(A2.4). 

To evaluate equation (A2.4) recurrence relations for the Bessel functions 

[ABR 65] will be used 

~J (r) = J n - 1 (R) + J n' dR) (A2.5) 

Using (A2.5) expression (A2.4) can be written as 
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[(K~K~-~~+K12K2ZK~);Ra[)n-l (H)-)n' 1 (H)])" [~H]+ 

(K~K~-~~+Kl z Ku K~) [-;Ra[)n - 1 (H)-)n' 1 (H) l)n [~H]+ 

+2}n-l(H»)n-l [~H]-2}n. dR»)n+l [~R]]]] 

eXp(-j[K1Z h+K2Z(Z-h)])H}dH: 

= r haCK! z +Ku d Kz%~2+K2Z~t5 [~(Ki-KD~Lln - dR)-}n q (H) J}n [~R]+ 
o 

+(Klz+Ku )K1ZK~ [.1n-l (R)jn-l [:R]-jn. 1 (R)}n' 1 [:R)J] 

exp( -- j [Kn h+Kzz (z-h)])R }dR= (A2.6) 

Using (A2.5) two expressions for H'f' can be found from (A2.6). 

[2n2(~2-~1) 'in (R)}n [rR]_ 2nR (~Z-~l) "'n. 1 (R)}n [rR]+ 
ad Kl 2 +K? z ) a ar (K lZ +Kl! Z ) a 

K12~2 [jn 1 (R)}n-I [:R)-}n. 1 (H)}n' 1 [:R]]exp (-j[K1Z h+Kzz (Z-h)])R}dR 

(A2.7 a) 
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[
- 2n

2
«(.2-(.I) ~n (R)}n [rR]-t 2nR «(.2-(.1) ~n-l (R)jn [rR]+ 

ar(Klz+Kz~) a ar (Ktz+Ktzl a 

Ku ('z [). - dR),. -1 [~R]-Jn' I (lnJ .. 1 [~R] ]exP( - j [Ku h+Kzz (Z-h)])R}dR 

(A2.7 b) 

The general form for the inverse Fourier transform is 

f(<p) ::: 2: F(n)exp(jn<p) (3.7) 

n=-oo 

Using the fact that 1-n(R)= ( l)nJnCR) and using expression (A2.7a) for 

positive order and expression (A2.7 b) for negative order, it can be shown 

that F( -n) = F(n), and the following expression can be derived for the 

field component ~ of configuration 2A . 

(l) 

H.p= 4I~w) I {[i'i!1(I6zi -1 62 i' 2 )+:r(2i+l)«(.r Z-(.r 1 )IUi t 1 

i=O 

- ;r(~rz-(.rl)I9i' I]COS«2i+l)<P)COS«2i+l)A)} (3.57 d) 

where ISo, Isn and I g " are the integrals that were defined in equations 

(3.55 f), (3.55 h) and (3.55 i) respectively. 
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